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Preface

The Penghu Archipelago is composed of as many as 90 islands, some bigger and others smaller, where

there are clear skies above in all directions stretching towards the horizon with the deep blue ocean right

underneath them. Sand beaches extend for miles, and the fresh air is right there day and night for you to

breathe to your fill. The natural landscape here is featured by both open fields well covered with gaillardias

and peculiar basalt formations that appear in no other place in the world. The sunshine, the sails, the waves,

and the cacti all take part in this beauty of perfect harmony, earning the archipelago its international

reputation as God's park of stone carving .

The ocean is the very origin of everything here, and therefore fishery has always been the mother of all

industries. In the future, we shall make every effort it takes to develop oceanic farming techniques and other

state-of-the-art fishery-related technologies. On the other hand, taking advantage of both the unique ocean-

going character of the islands and the abundant cultural heritage passed down to us, we have been trying to

promote varieties of oceanic tourism, ecological tourism, and cultural tourism combined together.

Joyful Islands: Sweet Home is the vision our county infrastructure is aimed at. To achieve this

ultimate goal, we shall stick to the guideline of keeping developing the remote islands and at the same time

focus on the preservation of natural as well as cultural resources, pursuing balanced advancement of life

quality, productivity, and ecology, making the best use of our natural energy without polluting our living

environment. This way, we shall enjoy this sweet home of profound humanity and rich ecology till eternity.
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Penghu County Flower

The fresh and vibrant crysanthemum with its great vitality sym-

bolizes the islanders' spirit of struggle against the harsh environm-

ent.

Penghu County Bird

The Penghu Lesser Lark can be seen year round, They're often

seen in fields or near chrysanthemums. As people saw them calling

from midair, they were called "Half-Heaven birds" in the past.

Penghu County Tree

The banyan tree can stand against harsh conditions, and the mo-

st famous are the ancient banyans, which can live for more than

320 years.

Penghu County Fish

The tortoise Sea Bass, or commonly known as the grids, is a

well-known marine species to all households in the County,

thriving in the County's shallower waters around the coral reefs.

This smaller type of Sea Bass constitutes vital coastal fishery res-

ources to Penghu.

Joyful island Happy family



Penghu County Anthem

The Pearl of the Sea, where the skylarks sing and the seasonal cycles are a treat all its own.

Of the crimson sunset at the Hsi Yu Island, the tidal wash at the Fongkuei, and the blossoming chry-

santhemums.

Tender peanut growth and succulent marine catches mark the island's provident posterity.

A new age is dawning for the island's modernization moves that will soon put the good name of my

homeland on the world map.
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Love of chrysanthemums island credit card

In order to advance the development of tourism business in Penghu to activate its economy, the gover-

nment cooperated with Union Bank of Taiwan and issued Love of chrysanthemums island credit card ,

0.25% of each consumed amount will be returned back to the government as the foundation to advance each

construction in Penghu, the total amount of the issued card achieves xx

Love of Penghu International credit cards

To call for everyone's support and agreement from all areas and increase our coherence to build Penghu,

the Penghu Government and Taiwan Land Bank have issued the Love of Penghu card, an internationally

recognized credit card, beginning on April 9, 1998. The Land Bank donates 0.2 percent of all charges to the

County government, which uses them as welfare funds. A total of nearly 8,000 cards have been issued.
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Tracing back in time

Historical records have it that Penghu was first settled by the Chinese during the Southern Sung dynasty,

meaning that Penghu was settled some 400 years before Taiwan. Penghu was formerly called "Pinghu"

(Peaceful Lake) as well as "Hsiying" (Western Ocean) because of its location to the west of Taiwan.

Surrounded by the rolling sea on all four sides, the inland sea is as calm as a lake.

Penghu boasts many historical sites, and bears the marks of many centuries of settlers. Many sites have

military interest, pointing up the importance of Penghu's geographical location.
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Geographical facts

The geographical shape of Penchu is primarily dictated by the square shaped Xuanwu rock, and is very

flat on the surface, with no large mountains or rivers. The average annual rainfall in Penghu is around 1000

millimeters, and has a vaporization of up to 1800mm. There is a strong seasonal N.E. wind that blows in

Penghu from October to March of the following year, causing torrent waves each year. Due to its harsh

climate, the people of Penghu have become very hardworking and tolerant. Hometown folk who brave the

sea to help in the development of Taiwan also display an exceptional amount of determination and will.
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The administration

Penghu County has a total area of 126.8641

square kilometers, with 64 islands of varying

sizes. Of these, 19 are inhabited. The country's

administration includes five townships and 97

villages, with a population of 92,000.

There are currently 19 seats in the democra-

tically elected Penghu County Council.These

officials represent the opinions of their constit-

uents and oversee the county government.

The Penghu County Government features

14 divisions, including the Civil Government

Department, and 7 dependent organizations su-

ch as the Police Department; it also has one co-

unty-administered business entity. It also has

eleven second-level organizations including

the Land Administration; forteen middle sch-

ools and forty-one primary schools. Under the

leadership of County Magistrate Wang Chian

Fa , with his forwardloolking philosophy and

sweeping blueprint for government, the county

is set to overcome its obstacles and put its

muscle behind developing potential, to allow

Penghu to take its place on the international

stage, and become the most glowing pearl of

the ocean.
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Penghu County Government Organization Chart
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Preservation of marine fishery resources

The sea is Penghu's underpinning. In order to achieve sustainable management of her marine resources

and preserve fishery resources for generations to come, the government is cracking down on fishing using

poison, electricity or explosives, and absolutely bans the use of three-layer nets and bottom dragnets, as

well as border crossing by illegal fishermen from Mainland China

5510
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Comprehensive environment protection

Environment protection methods advanced by Penghu county government include counseling of sanit-

ary bury place in village and city, implementation of compelling garbage classification, prevention from w-

ater, noise & air pollution, enforcement on the maintenance of public bathroom, organization of dirty and

massy environment and other issues to maintain the clean and beautiful home.

Biological Preservation

Penghu has become a notable ecological paradise with its

complicated coastal geography, with its magnificent Xuanwu Rock sce-

nery and plant resources. Most notable is probably the tern, which is a

bird that reproduces each summer in Mao-Yu, and number over 10,000.

In addition, the Ji-Shan, Ding-Gou, and little white sand islands located

off the northern coast have a unique view of Xuanwu Rock; Wangan is-

land is even more notable as an egg laying ground for the green turtle.

This is why each of these places have been listed as sea bird protection

area , Wuxuan Rock natural protected area and green turtle spaw-

ning protection area , respectively. In terms of wetland protection, there

are currently three prominent leisure areas, including Caiyuan wetlands,

Cingluo wetlands, and Wetland Preservation Studio.

5511
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Developing Magong's urban shoreline attractions

The City of Magong, known for its serene and ever-fascinating coastal landscapes, has undergone a

complete facelift including the re-engineering of Magong's 1st and 2nd fishing ports, the Gold Dragon

Seaside Resort development project, the Goddess of Mercy Water Park, and the peripheral development

around the First Official Residence, covering long stretches of the shoreline where recreation and relaxation

awaits.
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Promoting Image in Commercial Spheres

To help recreate an image for the prominent commercial spheres in Magong, the county government has

promoted a commercial image plan, aimed at remodeling the scenery at commercial locations, including

Zhong-Zheng Rd., Ren-Ai Rd., Min-Quan Rd., Ming-Sheng Rd., Wen-Kang Rd., San-Ming Rd., etc. In

addition, all roads have been expanded up to Chong-Qing Rd. and Jian-Guo Rd.

5513
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Expanding constructing Natural Park Areas

The county government has aggressively dismantled old buildings, and cleaned up other areas to develop

natural park areas, and increase public leisure areas. A total of 64 areas were cleared, with a total area of

23.80 hectares.

The natural parks are provided to island residents as secluded leisure areas.
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Promoting Grassland Areas everywhere

The Penghu County government produced the Grassland Area Construction Plan to promote environm-

ental reform through creation of a high quality living environment. With it, they encouraged residents to pro-

vide and utilize vacant land for the creation of grassland areas. Grassland areas have been established in 460

areas, covering a total area of 65.50 hectares. In addition, the government has improved the previously ha-

ggard appearance in the scenery along either side of Suogang , Si-Wei Rd., and the 203 and 204 routes. In

addition, they have established public artwork to encourage similar creations, and gain the support of local

organizations to care for and sustain the grassland areas.
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Popularization of Water and Electric Facilities

Penghu has relied on water reservoirs, wells, saltwater purification plants, and Taiwan Water (Penghu) as

its main water supply for a long time. Currently, there are 7 water reservoirs (including one underground

reservoir), a 7000 ton/day water purification plant, a 3000 ton water purification plant machine, and three

small water plants on satellite islands. In addition the 7000 ton/day water purification plant is planning to

increase its daily water purification to 12,500 ton/day to meet the long term water needs of the county. In

terms of power needs, Taidian has already completed its expansion of the current Penghu power plant, as

well as 12 pieces of equipment for the Jian-Shan power plant. A total power output of 12MW is more than

enough to meet the power needs of Punghu county.
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Resolving the Illegal Burial of the Deceased

Acknowledging the issue of illegal burial practices, the Penghu government has aggressively enforced

the development of public burial grounds, and has established crematoriums and ash preservation towers. In

addition, they have promoted cremation practices, and have begun to reward the cremation of corpses form-

erly in tombs, as to resolve the issue of illegal burial, and improve the natural environment.

Banning Quarrying

Penghu is cracking down on delinquent industries that de-

stroy the natural environment of Penghu through illegal quar-

rying activities. In May 1998, Penghu established a joint cra-

ckdown taskforce to patrol the island, and immediately report

any such cases to the authorities for punishment according to

the law. In addition, a temporary gravel pier has been erected

for the purposes of authorizing imported gravel, thus comp-

letely cutting off any illegal activities.
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Improving the Service Quality of Medical Treatment

To improve the quality of medical treatment services in the Penghu area, the Penghu county governm-

ent has completed construction for Penghu emergency medical centers, large medical facilities, island helic-

opter platforms, rehabilitation centers, and other facilities required in each city and town. In addition, they

have promoted IDS, specialized medical treatment, and increased medical workforces, and have established

medical transfer systems for northern and southern islands. Furthermore, long-term care management dem-

onstration centers, as well as integrated home care in-home nurse care resources have been established for

the care of chronic disease patients.
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The infrastructure-Industrial development

Attracting Business

Its rich natural and cultural resources make Penghu the ideal location for development of the tourist trade.

Thus, the country government has cooperated with the Penghu national scenic management office in a pro-

motion of the tourist trade, and has invested a great deal of energy to attract international and domestic inve-

stments, as to bolster local prosperity, and reduce the population outflow. Currently, there have already been

international and domestic organizations that have invested money in the construction of a five star interna-

tional tourist resort. This shall help hurry along the globalization of the Penghu tourist industry, and make P-

enghu an international landmark. In 2003, Yuan-Jian magazine conducted an investigation of business can-

vassing in all of the 23 counties in Taiwan. It turned out that Penghu was the only county that was able to in-

crease employment, and was in the top three locations in the area of new factories and industry registration

growth rates.

Tourism development

Developing an island tourism and recreation industry calls for more

than excelling the pace of infrastructure, but an integration of county-

wide resources from a variety of social organization in charge of recre-

ational, arts, heritage and ecological tourism activities, but also the ins-

tallation of a tourism Internet portal site, where tourism and travel inf-

ormation may be offered.

Joyful island Happy family
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Penghu Marketing

In 2004, the county government erected the Tourism Bureau to plan and hold all large activities each year.

With special local activities such as Ju-Dao Seafood Festival, Penghu Forever, and Penghu Sailboard &Co-

bia Tourism Festival, the tourist bureau helps to motivate tourist trade developments, and liven up the tourist

market in Penghu. In addition, in an effort to market Penghu, the tourist bureau has also participated in var-

ious international and foreign tourist expositions to help introduce and develop each of their products.
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Exploring the marine and fishery resources

To culminate the marine fishery resources and reengineer the fishery environment, active efforts have be-

en made to encourage the exploration of marine farming by dropping artificial reefs, marine specimen cul-

tivation and discharge, boxed farming techniques and an emphasis on recreational fishery, combining the

tourism development to showcase the County's industry potentials.

Joyful island Happy family
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Marketing and research in agricultural and fishery industry

In order to develop the characteristic industry in each village, the government counsels on the Plan of

one special product for one village , processed pickled cabbage from Magong city, processed mushroom tea

bag from Husi Township, melon and fruit products from Baisha Township, peanut product with white

membrane from Si u Township, processed preserved crenshaw melon from Wangan Township and

Flemingia lineata from Cimei Township. Finish the construction of fish product direct-marketing centers

and Penghu water product processing plant, also, aggressively guide the agricultural and fishery product to

improve packing and marketing to activate industrial transformation.

y
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Complete for the Magong Harbor, Shoukang Port, and Lungmen Chianshan Port

In an effort to develop passenger and freight transportation of Penghu county, the government is curren-

tly reviewing a research plan entitled Magong Domestic Commercial Harbor Planning and Future Develo-

pment Plans . In the future, the Magong Harbor, Suogang Port, and Longmen Jianshan Port shall be coll-

ectively referred to as the Magong Pier Area . The Magong Pier Area shall be directed towards recreation

and tourism; the Longmen Jianshan Pier Area shall specialize in general freight, raw materials, and

construction materials; Port shall be designated to assist Magong Harbor and Longmen Jianshan

Port Port, as well as construct Shenshui Pier, to meet the large mail and regular freight needs of the

future.

Suogang

Suogang

Progressing Magong Airport Terminals

In terms of airplane transportation, the Civil Aeronautics Administration, Ministry of Transportation

and Communications completed an expansion of the airlines business area at the Magong Airport in

September 2002. With this, they substantially increased the quality of customer service at the Magong

airport, and established international flight capabilities, to meet the demands of the future in Penghu.

Joyful island Happy family
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Build the passenger-cargo vessel between Magong -- Wangan -- Cimei-- Kaoshiung

In order to improve the task of inconvenience offshore transportation in Wangan and Cimei, passenger-

cargo vessel with the 350 tons in total level will be built, outsourcing has been finished and it has started at

22nd of Mar. 2006 and expected to finish at 30th of Dec. 2006, at that time, there will be one vessel faster,

safer and more comfortable then the current Heng-An No.1 which will make the transportation between

Wangan, Cimei, Magong and Taiwan island more convenient.

Sound road system

There are a total of 39 major county routes, including Penghu Route 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, etc. In

recent years, these routes have been expanded to meet the increasing tourist needs of Penghu. With this, we

provided a complete tourst / leisure environment with our comfortable, safe public roads, and integrated

district transportation and delivery systems. In addition, under the needs of urban development, urban plan

roads are established successively, such as Yong-An St., Yong-He St., Yong Ping St., Cheng-Gong St., 142

lane of Wen-Guang Rd. and 71 lane of Zhao-Yang Rd., they enhance the overall development of urban plan

area in the county and offer the people with safe and convenient transportation environment.
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Sufficient Parking Areas

Current developments include public roadside

parking and parking structures with a total of 4,004 spaces.

The ratio of parking spaces to cars in the entire county is

0.24, the highest in the entire country.

High quality Public Transportation Services

The county government plans to meet the

transportation requirements of residents through public

land transportation services in each of the four towns on

the island. In addition, they plan to gradually replace ol-

der public busses, as well as renovate bus stations in need

of repairs. In terms of Sailboats, the Heng-An No. 1 are 2

of the regular passenger and freight ferries servicing

Magong, Wangan, and Cimei.

Joyful island Happy family
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The infrastructure-Education and

culture preservation

Educational Establishment

In an effort to bolster educational development, and improve

the environment in middle schools, the Penghu county governm-

ent has established an elementary school, special education

resou-rce center, county educational resource center, county

plant life teaching material center, and the home for eco-

conscious students. In addition, they promoted continuing

education through special education, science education, adult

education, community public study and other education for

county residents, and held other various educational activities.
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Cultural Establishments

Penghu county has a fascinating and diverse history due to its early establishment. Because of this, the

Penghu County government has strived to preserve this history by establishing 8 national landmarks and 15

county landmarks and 18 historical architectures in Penghu. In addition, the county has also established cu-

ltural garden, Pengnan Library annex, Penghu Confucius Temple, as well as actively planning construction

of a Penghu lifestyle museum, local cultural museum. Other projects include establishment of Public art,

direct flights across the Taiwan straight, promotion of a central street, traditional villiage preservation and

establishment of the Wuxuan Rock geographical park in Wangan flower hall and Erkan, protection of the

Cimei stone tools factory, as well as publishing of 142 different cultures book series. In addition, the gov-

ernment held Penghu academic research seminars, and political events to help preserve the rich cultural

heritage of Penghu.

Joyful island Happy family
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Sport facilities and activities

In order to advance sports in all people and elevate the healthy physic strength of the people in the

county, raise the training of swimming and wind surfing and cultivation of athletic sport players, Wind

Surfing Tra-ining Center was built in Goddess of Mercy Water Park in Magong City, swimming hall and

baseball & soft-ball filed were built in Da-Cheng-Bai of Husi Township to enhance the physical and

mental health of the peo-ple in the county.

In an effort to promote athletics, the county government has planned baseball, table tennis, and swimm-

ing as primary activities for the physical education in middle schools. In terms of baseball, participating sc-

hools include Magong Middle school and Jiang-Mei Elementary School; for table tennis, representatives of

Wenao Elementary School. In terms of swimming, several facilities have been established for athlete

training. In an effort to gradually develop exceptional athletes who can demonstrate their athletic abilities,

and bring glory to local athletics.



The infrastructure-Social welfare

Senior citizen welfare service

Senior citizen occupies almost 15% of the people in the county, in order to advance the welfare business

of senior citizen, in-house service, home delivery meal service, establishment of emergency support on line

system for solitude living, establishment of care spot in the community, special care allowance for the senior

citizen with mid or low income, operation of senior school, etc. Put the senior citizen service measures into

practice

Woman's welfare service

Encourage the woman to walk out of the family and participate social activities. Establish woman

welfare service center to operate various woman mental growth and study. Activity of Woman first, respect

woman i s advanced to implement the woman welfare policy and protect woman right.

5529
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Children and teenager welfare service

In order to enhance the overall physical and mental development of children and teenagers, the Childre-

n's Welfare Center is established to offer developmental, preventive and leisure service to children, teenager

and their parents; various children and teenager welfare allowances are processed as well to offer proper ca-

re for minority children and teenagers.

Welfare service for the handicapped

In order to offer equal treatment and respect to mental and physical handicapped, various welfare service

measures are aggressively operated, which include basic life care, setting the specific protection line for

mental and physical handicapped, transformation of career, medical allowance, operation of day time

service in the community, etc. Also, counsels are offered to the civil group to organize shelter store to assist

on creation of job opportunity.
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The infrastructure-Administrative reforms

Employee Training

In an effort to improve continuing education in the satellite
islands, the county government has encouraged employees to
pursue graduate school education in Taiwan, and has established
on-job education programs in cooperation with Zhong-Shan
Univeristy, The National University of Tainan has also established
courses and Graduate school of education. In addition, they have
continued to make progress after many years of cooperation with
Zhong-Shan University, by establishing the Public Affairs
Graduate School Master's On-Job Education in 2003. This plan
calls for the selection of 10 individuals to pursue their Master's
degree in Penghu.

Promotion of Digitalized Government

Over the past few years, the county government has attempted to improve the efficiency of government
service by executing several computer promotion plans, including expansion of internet services, planning
personnel management systems, document management systems, county government information databases,
knowledge management platforms, handicapped internet service, county affairs budget & accounting, finance
information services and online application service system. In addition, they have substantially improved the
computer resources and information security in each department, and have begun to hold computer training
classes.

Convenient Services

Establishing a modern, efficient government is the common goal for the entirety of the Penghu county
government. In terms of convenience, they have established the Service Center of the People to promote
friendly, quick, and convenient services to the public. In addition, they offer all types of Q&A and counseling
services; each week, a citizen time meeting is held to deal with the problems of the county residents. Currently,
many departments have received ISO-9002 certification, including the tax administration, hou-
sehold administration, land administration, and construction administration. This has substantially increased the
satisfaction of residents with county services.

ISO-9001 and
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Police surveillance

The law-abiding residents and a fine social order has the County's surveillance work repeatedly

nominated with the highest satisfaction nationwide in private opinion polls. The County's Police

Administration has been focused on eradicating the trafficking of illegal arms and narcotics, theft, safety

protection of women and children in a stepped-up crime prevention program cracking down illicit

smuggling and border crossing to instill a safe society for all residents.

Fire and disaster rescue

In a stepped-up effort for a full-time disaster rescue mission to ensure the personal and asset security of

all County residents, the Bureau of Fire Administration has been inaugurated in April, 1999, with additional

manpower, vehicles and equipment allotted to extend the fire rescue work to cover fire prevention, disaster

rescue and emergency patient care, aiming to improve fire rescue efforts in a total participation of fire

watch and a disaster-free quality living.

Conclusion

The county government shall unite the massive power of the people, and lay the foundation for the

long-term development of Penghu; We shall unite the islands to collectively make Penghu an internationally

renowned island so that the people of the world can awe at the glory of the pearl of the ocean.




